FREE family fun at Penlee
House Gallery & Museum
Free family activities take place every Saturday at the Gallery; drop
in any time between 2.30pm and 3.30pm
Saturday 7 September
And the winner is...
The artist Alfred Munnings and his
friends took part in horse
shows. Award yourself first place
and create a rosette to mark the
occasion.

Saturday 14 September
Hidden faces
Come to the new exhibition, Creative
Tensions, and see if you can spot the
hidden face in Mary Jewel’s painting
Surrealist Head. Try your hand at
making a face from your drawings.

Saturday 21 September
Spectacular sculptures
Barbara Hepworth’s abstract
sculptures are famous all over the
world but were made in Cornwall.
Use our special modelling material
to create a mini sculpture.
Saturday 28 September
Line of sight
Though many of the artists in the
Creative Tensions exhibition
produced abstract art, they still
sketched and used line in their
works. Have a look at some of their
drawings and produce your own using
monochrome, or single colours.
Children must be accompanied by an adult

Saturday 5 October
Brilliant banners
Come and see Alice Moore’s banner
of St Ia and have a go at making
your own banner out of felt!

Saturday 12 October
Bobbing Along
Artist Terry Frost used boat shapes
in some of his paintings; you can
even spot them in his more abstract
works. Come and construct a scene
with moving boats.

Saturday 19 October
Creative Collage
Choose from our selection of
different colours and textures of
paper and card to create a collage in
the style of Ben Nicholson.

Saturday 26 October
Through the window
The Creative Tensions exhibition
contains scenes of Cornwall both
abstract and representational.
Create a cardboard window frame
and create the view. What will you
see through your window?
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